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ABSTRACT 
-- '. 
This paper describes a method for the determination of thermal diffu- 
sivities which has been developed specifically for substances which are poor 
conductors, and which have high melt ing points, Materials which are useful 
for thermal energy storage fall into this category. 
The method has several unique features, The basic principle involved 
consists of raising the surface temperature of a solid specimen at a uniform 
rate, After the initial transients have died out, the diffuefvity can be deter- 
mined from temperature measurements alone. 
The advantages of the method are: 
1,  Heat  flw measurements are not needed. 
2. Materials can be tested right up to the melting point since 
the specimens can be encapsulated and softening can be 
tolerated. 
. .  
3, Large temperature ranges can be tested quickly. 
4. Precision and accuracy are good, 
. 
The method has been extended to the liquid range, and results will be 
published as PART- 11. . 
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Results of measurements are reported for alumina and lithium fluoride. 
The results for alumina (Lucalox) check results reported previously. The 
results on LiF differ from published results. 
Data on other substances are still being produced, and results will be 
published at a later date. 
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Space vehicles may be equipped with power generators such as 
thermoelectric and thermionic direct energy conversion devices. For these 
devices solar energy may be harnessed and stored in  materials having high 
heat of fusion, In designing these thermal energy storage systems 8 accurate 
thermal diffusivity data are needed, Because the materials suitable for energy 
storage are usually moderately poor thermal conductors and some have relatively 
high melting points, the present technique was developed to measure the 
thermal diffusivity of these materials a t  high temperatures. The method, although 
geared toward studying thermal energy storage materials, can also be used 
to study other moderately poor thermal conducting materials. 
d 
Thermal diffusivity is defined as the thermal conductivity divided by 
the product of density and specific heat; therefore by obtaining the thermal 
diffusivity experimentally, thermal conductivity can be calculated from the 
specific heat and density data available in  the literature , 
In measuring the thermal diffusivity , unlike measuring thermal con- 
ductivity, it is not necessary to measure the rate of heat flux which is extremely 
difficult to obtain accurately. The reason for this difficulty is due to the fact 
that the heat flux entering a test sample is the difference between the total heat 
supplied from the external source and the heat loss incurred in  the apparatus. 
Despite the many ingenious methods which were invented to minimize this loss, 
there still exists a certain amount of heat loss in  the apparatus which is very 
difficult to account for accurately. In the light of the above discussion, it was 
decided to measure the thermal diffusivity using a transient method in  which only 
temperature differences have to be measured, An additional advantage of this 
method is that the measurements c a n  be obtained in  a short t ime;  this reduces the 
effects of vaporization of test samples at high temperatures. 
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RELEVANT PREVIOUS WORK 
Space limitations preclude a detailed description of the many methods 
which have been used in the past to obtain thermal diffusivities. It is appro- 
priate 8 however, to list the important contributions # and to justify the choice 
of the method which was adopted for the present work 
AngstrGm2 developed a technique whereby one end of a long rod was 
subjected to periodic temperature changes. After the initial starting transient 
has died out, the temperature distribution along the entire bar becomes periodic, 
and the diffusivity can be computed from the mean temperature at different 
locations along the bar. 
AngstrGm's method was further developed by Billington3 8 and Sidler 
and Danielson4. 
The basic drawback of this method is the difficulty of accounting for 
radiation losses at high temperatures, and for this reason it was not considered 
for the present work. 
Fitzsimmons 5 developed a method of measuring diffusivities by quenching 
or heating long solid cylinders by sudden immersion in a well stirred fluid. The 
diffusivity mcy be computed from the temperature history of the center of the rod. 
The difficulty of insuring pamper stirring and adjusting initial conditions at high 
temperatures made this method unattractive for our work. 
Levine 6 heated specimens by radiation and convection from a constant 
temperature source. In this method, assumption is made that the heat f lux  
entering the specimen is directly proportional to the temperature difference 
between source and specimen surfaces. This  limits the method to low heating 
rates and s m a l l  temperature differences . Crandall 7 and Potter applied this 
technique to temperature ranges up to 2 000 0 C b but found great difficulty in  
meeting the specified boundary conditions . 
i 
n 
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8 A novel technique was developed by Parker, Jenkins, Butler and Abbott 
* 
Here, a high intensity short-duration light pulse is absorbed by the front face 
of a thermally insulated specimen which is thin, and is coated with camphor 
black. The temperature history of the black face allows the computation of the 
thermal diffusivity. This method was also adopted by Rudkin, Jenkins and 
Parker who found it very difficult to account for radiation losses at elevated 
temperature, and to insure uni-directional heat flow, 
who used a laser as the light source. Denman'l obtained data up to 1,100 C 
but reported great difficulties due to "noise" at elevated temperatures which make 
1 2  it difficult to read the oscilloscope trace. His data scattered badly, Rudkin 
extended the pulse technique to ceramics at high temperatures, and found several 
major drawbacks. The samples were partially translucent, and radiation losses 
were severe, For these reasons, pulse techniques were rejected for the present 
work. 
9 
10 The light pulse technique was further improved by Deen and Wood 
0 
A technique which appeared most promising to the authors, and which was 
finally adopted for this work was suggested by a brief note in Ref. 13. After the 
inception of the present work it was discovered that the idea underlying the 
present technique had already been applied by Flieger 14, but that the apparatus 
was limited to temperature ranges of below 1000 C. This technique will now be 
discussed. 
0 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD 
A long cylindrical specimen is heated by a concentric heat source in 
such a manner that the temperature of a region close to the surface increases 
at a uniform (constant) rate. The temperature response is measured at the 
center of the specimen, and also at some intermediate radius. These measure- ". 
ments are made roughly at the longitudinal center of the specimen to insure that 
0p-y ndfa! heat f!ow oczurs. This  radial heat flow is ins*=& by providing a 
sufficiently long uniform temperature zone, and by taking advantage of the axial 
symmetry which exists. 
The equation15 (in cylindrical coordinates) governing the radial heat 
conduction in an  infinite solid cylinder having radius rl,  and thermal diffusivity 
* . a  ; is, 
. r  
Y 
. .  
L 
) For the region 
1 a f J  +y- - = "'( - 
a r2 a r  a t  
a 6  a2 8 
O<r<rl 
where e ( r, t) = Temperature rise fron an  initial uniform 
0 
0 
temperature ( C) i.e., T - T 
i 
I' (r, t) 
T 
= Temperature ( C) at any radius r and t ime  t. 
= Initial temperature CC) at any radius r at i 
t = 0. 
r = &&us (em.) 
t = Time (sec.) 
r 1 = Radius of isothermal surface where temperature 
increases at a constant rate. 
2 = Diffusivity (em /sec) 
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The solution to equation 1 is: 
. .  
where 
f 
- _  -.- -_ ------------- .---___ _ _  
0 
c = the constant rate of temperature ~ increase { C/sec) at r1 
Jl = Bessel function of order one of the first kind 
= Bessel function of order zero of the first kind 
2 is given by Jo(r Zn) = 0 for n = 1, 2 ,  3 . n 
The boundary and the initial conditions for the above solution are 
- .-- - -- --I- - 
6 (r t )  = ct 
8 ( 0 ,  t) is finite 
1 
and 8 ( r ,  0) = 0 (3) 
- _  
For a homogeneous and isotropic material the thermal diffusivity is 
uniform throughout the material and may also be assumed to be independent 
of temperature for small values of the temperature. 
I -  
As t increases, the third t e rm i n  equation 2 contributes less and less to 
the total solution, 8 (r, t> in equatiorr 2. The third tern of equation 2 is the 
transient part of the solution. After a short interval of t ime  the first two terns 
of equation 2 predominate. 
Equation 2 with the third term deleted is: 
._ - - -- --__ 
(4) t - (- ) for any t 2 initial transient 4or 
i 
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Equation 4 indicates that, as the temperature of the cylindrical surface 
with radius r rises linearly with increasing t i m e ,  the temperature of any other 
cylindrical surface of radius r also rises linearly with increasing t i m e .  The 
temperature versus t i m e  curve for the two cylindrical surfaces under consideration 
eventually become parallel to each other. (See Fig. 1) 
. 
1 
2 
Eq'Jntion 4 provides two methods for calculating the diffusivity after 
1 the temperature rise from T for both cylindrical surfaces, having radii r 
and r respectively has been measured a s  a function of t ime .  
*. 1 
2 
Method 1. The thermal diffusivity, a I may be obtained by equating the 
temperature rise on the cy1indr:cal sudace ot radius r at t i m e  t 1 1' e (rl ,tl), 
to the temperature rise on the cylindrical surface with radius r 
t2 , 8 (r2,t2). t is chosen arbitrarily, tl  is the t i m e  elapsed from t = 0 
when 0 (rl,t) reaches :he value of 8 (r ,t ) at t i m e  t 
is found to be inversely propo+rtional io the t i m e  increment (t - tl). (See 
at the t i m e  2'  
2 
The thermal diffusivity 
2 2  2'  
2 
, Figure 1). Equation 4 yields: 
r )  n 
.. 
If we choose r = 0, the axis of the specimen, Equation 5 reduces 2 
to 2 
r 1 
. 
i 
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If we choose r - 0 ,  the axis ~i ,.,e specimen, equation 5 reduces to: 2 
it may be seen ;hat mezhod 1 is independeat of c the constant rate 
1' of temperazue iricrease cn the iscihrma: cylindrical surface of radius r 
whereas Nethod 2 indfcates rhat for a cmstmt, c is directly proportional 
10 6 ( r l ' , L 2 )  - G tr2 ' r \  L 2 ) .  
y 2  4.>*e.?T - 1 .... G -  c-,-,,-vitiss c d z - d a t z d  by bot:? methods are intended to 7 :  ==-. ~ : 
be taken as  :he iiffusivi;:ies et ~ 2 s  ., mar, of the  two ten2eratures of the two 
cylfndricaJ surfaces -ads:  c o ~ i d e r e t i o c  attained at t2. It may be pointed out 
Ah-+ L I I a L 2.7- LIIe diffusivitiei calculated by eiiher n;e:k.,od are identical. 
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APPARATUS 
Two test furnaces were designed and fabricated. The first one was 
built primarily to gain experience, and to make it possible to have an  independent 
check on the results of the final furnace. In order to save t i m e  and expense, 
the furnace was designed for a useful temperature range of below 1750 C. 0 
The second furnace was much more elaborate, and is capable of 
0 operating a t  temperatures up to 2300 C, 
The initial apparatus consists of a platinum - 40%.rhodium wire-wound 
tubular furnace with an I.D. of 2 inches and 29 inches long. 
In order to obtain a more uniform temperature in  the central portion of 
the furnace, the windings were spaced more closely a t  the ends than in  the 
middle portion of the tube. Another tube, 39 inches long, and with a n  I . D. of 
1 . 5 inches was placed inside the furnace. The specimen was positioned within 
this  inner tube by a n  adjustable supporting stand. 
Figures 2 and 3 show schematically the details of thepower supply, 
the heater controls, recording instruments and position of tk sample inside the 
furnace 
Temperature measurements were made with Pt/Pt-10% Rh thermocouples, 
with a diameter of 0.001 in. 
The details of the final apparatus is shown schematically in  Figures 
4 and 5. High temperature capability was obtained by the use of a tungsten 
mesh heater. This heater has an I.D. of 4 inches, and is 20 inches high. It 
is made of three separate elements which are connected on the lower end by a 
tungsten ring. This arrangement allows the heating element freedom for expan- 
sion due tohvariation. The upper ends of the heating elements are connected 
individually to a tungsten connector. Electrodes made of Ta are attached 
rigidly at the center and extend radially outward. 
tempergtyre 
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The hsa:in~ elerneat is enclosed by 10 side and 15  top and bottom 
". radiation sXe!Cs. 
in  a cog2er water-coo:ed shell, through which ;he current-carrying leads 
protrude. 
stainless s;eei vacuxx ;ark, 17"  i n  dia. an6 29" high. The ends of the current- 
caLnying leads are c?arnpsd to :;?e waxer-cooled copper electrodes. Cold or 
hot water nay be circulated throusk the tank. The co2per water-cooled electrodes 
are comected directly to the leads. Sight ports fitted with General Electric 
Ice heazkq  elexex with its radiation shields is housed 
l-7- ;fie eiltire asserr,bly is placed in an eLeciiro-polished double-wall 
opYcal quam disks are provided on the vacuum tank (see Figure 5 1 for use 
wizh optical pyrozetzs  . 
The tem~erat-ci:  along the niddle 7 in. of the heater could be observed 
L1? ILlou9h ,- the optical gazs  5y tke use of a disap?earins filazient type pyrometer. 
A Welch 1357 xech;a?Acal ~ L X X ~  and a SRC; - l5G0 diffusion pump of 
-6 8" diarne;er are used to XSiniain ii v a c . r ; - ~ ~  of 1 0  
A liquid nitrogen ~ 5 2 ,  XRC xy2e 0314 - 6 and a molecular sieve foreline trap are 
used against bcek streamins. 
torr inside the vacuum chamber. 
A Wallcce and Tiernan absolute pressure gauge, two thermocouple gauges 
and an  E.I.T. Bayard-Alpen ioniza-iion gauge tube connected to a Fredericks 
Televzc 3A-1-7C.2 vaccux gauge m i ;  are used to read pressures of 1-50 mm. I 
1 0-1 000 rnicrozs ar-d i 0 -4 -9 zorr - 10 torr respecrively. 
Provisicn has also bsen rr.ace t o  maixaia an inert atmosphere inside the 
vacuum chanber s.1 any desired prssscrs. The inerL gas  used (He) is purified 
by passing it tl-20u5h s. u-tube noleculcr sieve. The U-tube made of copperI 
and contai.ning Linde 1 3  x, (0.8 F 0 . 0 5  Sa20, 1.00 Al 0 
1/2 X 2 0 ) ,  is  kept i n  liquid notrogen. 
-- 
2.48 0.03 Si02 2 3 '  
The hea;ing elerneni is designed to operate a t  approximately 20 volts with 
a rnaximun current oi 1440 i m p s  in  ezch phase. The power to the heating element 
is sup2lied through a three phase 60 KVA Hunterdon Step-down transformer, from 
a Three phase Korbatrol silicon-controlled rectifier, operated on a 3 phase Y- 
connected 440 volrs A.C. MaXS. A c-.-;znt Liriiter is incorporated into the 
rectifier to prot,azt the h3ati;zg eiemer;: from overheating. 
r 7 -  ins &sired ‘nea;ing GT ecoli,-.i; rates are obtair,ed by regulating the 
power GG?X of :>.e XO~SSL-G: :?z-ou5k a feedback sys:en consisting of a Corning 
precision deviation cor;,zoller (Series 88: 0) and a Corning Graphic Programmer 
(889s). 
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PREPARATION OF TEST SPECIMEN . 
Specimens used for thermal difiusivity tests are in  the form of long 
right cylindrical cylinders; for the wire-wound furnace they are 1" in diameter 
and 6" long, for the tungsten-mesh furnace, the samples are 2" i n  diameter and 
18" long, wZch is formed by stacking pieces of shorter length (2" to 6") one on 
top of the other. Thermal diffusivity measurements were made for Lithium 
Fluoride (LiF) and Alumina @1203). 
Electric Lamp and Glass Department. The A1 0 samiAe, commercially referred 
as Lucalox, is an a alumina polycrystallite with a density of 3,890 2 0.09 gms/cc 
1. The Al 0 sample in the desired shape was made by the General 2 3  
2 3  
which is close io the density of single-crystal synthetic 
sapphire, i.e., 3.98 gm./cc. A typical analysis of Lucalox is M203 - 99.8% 
plus tmces of CuO, Cr 0 , and Ni. 
minimum, MgO - 1000 ppm. Si02 - 300 ppm, Fe 0 - 100 ppm, CaO - 100 ppm, I 2 3  
2 3  
The s ize  and the location of t h e  holes in  the 1" diameter and 6" long 
Lucalox sample are shown in  Figure 6A. 
The 2" diameter and 18" long Lucalox sample is formed by stacking three 
2" high Cylinders on top of a"6" high cylinder on top of another three 2" high _ _ _  
cylinders . The dimensions and the locations of the holes are shown in  Fi jure  65, 
2 .  LitbAum Fluoride samples were made by melting LiF powder (Fisher 
certified Reagent Powder) wirh the following analysis: 
Acidity (as HF) , 0.005%; Chloride (C1) , 0.005%; Sulfate (SO ) , 0.00%; 
Barium @a) , 0.00%; Heavy metals (as Pb) , 0 001% in carbon containers 
4 
The powder is first heated up slowly in  an inert atomosphere of argon 
to drive off the'absorbed moisture,  and it is then taken up to a temperature where 
it is completely molten, i n  small temperature increments. The liquid LiF is allowed 
to solidify slowly from the bottom of the container. T h i s  prevents the formation of 
voids i n  the solid sample. The sample generated is a polycrystalline aggregate. 
-, 
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FIGURE 6B DIRCENSIONS OF THE 2" DIAMETER TEST SAMPLE 
( & O T  TO S C A L E )  
. .  
Both the 1" diarneter and the 2" diameter samples are fabricated in this fashion to 6" 
The argon used is purified by passing ii over a glass flask containing phosphorous 
pentoxide to remove water vapor I and an alumina tube containing heated copper 
turnings to remove 0 
tube in  a Hoskin Electric Furnace operated on a 11 0 volt line at 5 amperes, 
maximum; this provides temperatures up to 800 C . 
* and 3" lengtns respectively. 
Tiids process i s  accomplished by inserting the alumina 2' 
0 
the 
The density o f U F  sample, D, was found by the following method. It was 
determined from its weight, W; the density and the weight of mePcury displaced 
by the sample volume, D,, and W,, 8 i.e. I D -- x D,, . The weight of 
the cylindrical LiF sample 2" long and 2" i n  diameter is measured to be 330.5 
gm.; the weight of mercury is measured to be 1718.5 gm.; the density of mercury 
is taken as 13.456 gm./cc. and the density of LiF is calculated to be 2.61 ;t 
0.01 gm./cc. 
w 
fig fig fig 
For the purpose of inserting thermocouples to measure the temperatures , 
holes are drilled in the LiF sample parallel to the axis with high speed steel 
drills purchased from Butterfield Division UTD Corporation (Derby Line - Vermont) 
The dimensions and the locations of the 1" diameter sample are given in Figures 
6A and 6B. 
EXPERIMENTAL ERRORS 
Space limitations make it impossible to present a detailed discussion. 
A careful analysis has been made, a n d i t  is estimated that the experimental data 
should be accurate to within L 10 per cent. 
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RESULTS 
The thermal diffusivity of Lucalox (Al 0 ) measured in  the Pt-Pt 40% 2 3  
Rh wire-wowad firnace is tabulated in Table 1 and plotted in  Figure 7. The 
thermal diffusivity of Lucalox measured in  the Tungsten-mesh heater furnace 
is tabulated in  Table 11 and also plotted in  Figure 7. A curve giving the 
diffusivity of Lucalox as a function of temperature is drawn through both sets 
of data. 
The thermal diffusivity of Lithium Fluoride (LiF) measured in  the 
Pt-Pi 40% wire-wound fmace is tabulated in Table 111 and plotted in Figure 8. 
The thermal diffusivity of Lithium Fluoride measured in  the Tungsten-mesh 
heater furnace is tabulaTed in Table N and also plotted in  Figure 8. Figure 9 
shows a typical set of test data obtained during an experimental measurement 
of Lucalox in  the TungsTen-mesh heater furnace, the difference between the 
center and the periphery thermocouple readings is recorded to be 12  . 5 micro- 
volts, while the Pt-Pt 10% Rh periphery thermocouple reading records a linear 
rise of .19 mv./lO min. The thermal diffusivity, a , is calculated to be 
0.0321 c m  /sec. at 368OC. 
4 
2 
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535 
5 6 1  
586 
622 
824 
$16 
1002 
I206 
0.0228 
0 .0221 
0.0213 
.0. 0232 
0.3135 
0.0126 
0 .0111 
0.0094 
TEEXYAL i3:TFUSIViX OF LUCALOX (Ai203) 
(Measured in Pt-?'; 40% R h  wire womd 'furnace) 
0 Tenperazure ( C} T k m a l  diifusivity (cm2/sec.) 
0 
Densky o i the  t es t  sazpie, 3.98 gm./cc. ai 25  C .  
Purity oi zt.2 I e s t  ssnple, cot iess than 99.8% A1 0 2 3' 
Co*s+<*..A ,. ,r,L,.ior? and szucxre of the test saxple = 0 - Alumiiia, 
Me1tir.Q poi22 of rhe tes: sample = 2O4O0C = 2313'X. 
pdyc,ystal?ir,e. 
Geome',y oi the test saiqle , cylindrical cylinder 1" diameter  6" 10125. 
-1 6- 
n--- -7 lAALhvAL DIPF'I'SLVITY OF LUCALGX (A1 0 ) 
2 3  
(X-xs cred in TunGsrezi-rnes h heater fxmce) 
Tea2erature ( 0 C) Thermal dir'fusivity (cm . 2 /sec .) 
9 5  ' 
130 
L-44 
175 
231  
2 73 
2 95 
4 4 0  
558 
627 
7a3 * 
783 
- 953 
1042 
1320 
1419 
0.0786 
0 .0645  
0.059 
0.0576 
0 . 0 4 5 6  
0.0415 
0.0376 
0.0270 
0.0216 
0.0191 
0.C17i 
0.0152 
0.0124 
0.0123 
0.011 
0.012 
Derisity of the test sample, 3.98 gr?,./cc. a t  25 0 C. 
? w z y  of the test sarr,?!e, no2 :ess than 99.8% Al 0 
Ccnstitatioc and st,ac:ure of xhe test sam2ie = a - Uurnina, 2 3  
polyc,?lszallice 
Xel:iris aoizt oi the test sample = 204G°C = 2313 0 X a 
., 
GeGrnatrl of the test  sanqle, cy!inciricni cylinder 2" diameter 18" long 
e 
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. I  
: j 
3 -. 
! .  
1 .  
4 .  . .  ! .  
Te2ernpcat;Lre (*C) T hemxi 1 diffus iviiy 
185 0.0180 
265 0.0157 
363  0.0130 
385 0. 0129 
390 0.0124 
395 0.0119 
4G5 0.0122 
430 0.0119 
437 0.0102 
460 0.0110 
4 7 1  0.0102 
4 76 0.0111 
493  0.0103 
512 0.0993 
520 0. GO97 
530 0.0107 
565 0.0099 
572 0.0102 
5 75 0.0110 
590 0.0097 
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TABLE N 
. I  
I 
T€E RVAL DIF?USiVITY OF LITHIUM FLUORIDE (LiF) 
(Measmed in  Tur.5 sten-ne sh heater furnace) 
0 Tenpemtue ( C) Thermal Diffusivity 
0.038 40 
80 0.0298 
0.0296 102 
115  0.028 
134 0.0254 
160 0.021 
167 0.0217 
212 0.0179 
0.0164 242 
270 0.0148 
310 0.0138 
0.0130 350 
374 0.0125 
395 0.0124 
423 0.0118 
505 0,0110 
602 0.0110 
640 0.0105 
67 5 0.0112 
555 0.0117 
665 0.0107 
684 0.0105 
735 0.0115 
790 0.0113 
- 845 0.0112 
Density of the t e s t  sar?.ple, 2.61 2 .01 gm./cc. at 25O C 
P x i t y  of rhe rest sample,  98.99% LiF 
Stmcture of the t e s t  saxple , polycrystalline 
Melting point of the tes t  sample = 848' C = 1121' K 
Geoxnetry of the t es t  sample, cylindrical cylinder 2" diameter 18" long. 
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ture rise, A 2 , (millivolt) 
measu red  by Pt-Pi 10% Rh 
zhermocou2les located in 
holes 1 and 3 i? Fig. 13. 
t u e ,  c , measured  at the 
cylindrical s u r f a c e  of r ad ius  
2.25 cm. (hole 1 i n F i g .  13) 
1 min. 
- (2.25 Cm)z (0.19 mv/lO rnin.) x 6 0  sec. 
= 0.0321 cm2 /sec .  4 0.0125 mv 
ai 2.955 mv or 368OC 
Fisure % . Ty>ica! The,T.al Diffusivity Data of Lucalox Measured  
in TunGsren-mesh Eeater Furnace 
-20- 
An ixLorseen difZcz1;y ceeds r ~ 2 ~ ~ k . s .  Tke a2paratus was designed 
;a oApzcite in  s vacuuz in  G:GX to elirriicate heat losses and free convection 
eS22rcis. I; wss foiiac, however, %a: xihis could not be achieved for the follow- 
ing reasoix: 
i.,e coatacz re  sis:cce Sezween the ;h?erzocouples and the specimen 1. 
co-ic! 2 G i  be &k-ii~-c:s~ ir? a vac~urn. Uzny thirigs were tried to bond the 
L X Z - I - L G ~ G L ~ ~ ~  :i?s t  i k  spe icens ,  S.;; 20 szccessful bonding technique 
~ ~ i i : d  L e Cevelsp:C w:i,-iiz ;he zixe geriod availa'sle . 
2.  "*e -sz  of G--- "Z m y  "hrn _4L-vul ,a~.u.,e;e:s wo;;lc kave e3.ir.z:ed this problem, 
I 
A- 
Jui 11 VJ&S fG7Lr.C ...*UL t"^e A. a?"'--' &*WI proXexs ~ X I V G ~ V S ~  were cor,plex, and 3p..+ * 
=, ,-er >T--r s;-;dy 05 :his possibility is beyoi.,d the scope of the 
,srzsar;t szudy . 
2.e eveLiual solcion which was evolved was foucd to be satisfactory, 
T I  even if r,ot 1dez.l. zdicz szs wcs ackitted to ike chamber at a pressure a t  
which its therzal conduczivi:y was s r i l  hign, but a t  which free convection 
effecx were qdte smd l .  
resis;ance, and also ZG aiaic-Lze :he 'neat losses arid resulting temperature non- 
r n l  is was possibie to minimize the contact 
ur\Gom.i:-le s . 
LLXX~GX was studied prirnady because several investigators have reported 
good. data, so ;ha1 ir co-dd se;ve 2s a check on the merhod and equipment. 
3elis.3le daia 
5 i T  is seriously being considered as  a potential TES material, this information 
- .--I 
LLZ weze 20: avzilable, and the results presented are new. Since 
is  also important. 
it car- 3e seen f rom Fig. 8 That the measured value of the thermal 
ci;;ilsivi;y in  ;he vicinizy of rhe xelring r~Gini s ab012 0.0105 c m  /sec. 
Xc5innon 
of the meltin5 ?air.: of G.G211 cal/sec-cm- C. 
ana 18 zo convex : x s  eondi~czivity to ciffusiviIy, one computes a value of 0.016 
cn / s e c .  It is believed that the results of :?.is present investigation are more 
2 - .  - _  
15 e: a! r e p ~ , ~ - ,  ar, averase v a l ~ e  for zhe conductivity in  the neighborhood 
0 -- using the data of R e f s .  17 
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